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Volvo - KAD 43 £ 11,995

Description

Volvo Penta KAD43 230hp Engine & Sterndrive Package Volvo Penta KAD43 230hp Six Cylinder Supercharged,
Turbocharged and Aftercooled Heat Exchanger Cooled Marine Diesel Engine Package Very rare indeed to see
on the used market. Formerly one of a pair which were removed from a classic powerboat which was being
restored to "as new" condition for a very wealthy owner. One unit has already been sold so we have one
remaining in stock. Running hours reported to be only 690 from new. This engine underwent a significant amount
of expenditure in 2019 to include heat exchanger and intercooler stripped, cleaned and reassembled, new
exhaust mixer elbow fitted and a number of other smaller items. It has been test run at our workshops and found
to start well from cold, supercharger functions correctly providing excellent boost and cutting in and out when it
should. One minor oil leak was identified from the turbo oil return line due to a leaking gasket which has now
been replaced. The engine is now awaiting a through clean and service with new filters, impeller etc and will be
fully repainted in Volvo green to a good standard. The DP-E sterndrive is original to the engine and in excellent
condition with no serious corrosion at all. Also included is the transom shield assembly, trim pump and original
set of propellers plus instrumentation and extension harness. In short, a complete package ready to install.
Available as engine with instruments only for £11,995 or complete with sterndrive and transom shield assembly
with trim pump and propellers for £14,995. Shipping can be arranged anywhere in the UK or Worldwide at buyers
cost. Part exchange very welcome. Please call our office on 01935 83876 for further details.

Manufacturer: Volvo  Model: KAD 43

Sale: Trade
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